**Food:**
Omnivorous: all forms of food are accepted. The basis of its diet will be flakes, granules and flakes from retailers. Fill in occasionally with mudworms, artemia, daphnids (alive or frozen). Also give plant supplements regularly (2 or 3 times a week). For that, boil a few minutes, go to cold water and crush: cucumber, carrot, zucchini, spinach, salad, and their favorite: the pea (without the skin)! Avoid canned peas containing sugar but prefer fresh or frozen vegetables.

Very voracious and insatiable, do not hesitate to dose its meals and distribute them in two times (give only what the fish can eat in 1 or 2 minutes). A goldfish that does not eat is a goldfish that is not well! An occasional fasting is also recommended.

**Possible digestive disorders**
Be careful that it absorbs food that has already been poured into the water (or sink it yourself). If it feeds daily on the surface, it absorbs a lot of air and this can cause sometimes serious digestive disorders.

Another common problem of this fish is constipation, which is very serious if the problem persists (can even lead to death). This digestive disorder is due to overeating. If your fish is struggling to swim or remains prostrate, it may suffer from constipation. To improve the situation it needs a diet for a few days. If the problem persists, you can give it some castor oil (natural laxative available in pharmacy). To do this, use a pipette and put it directly in the mouth (keep a few moments head slightly out of the water). Not more than one drop a day. A less stressful alternative is to soak granules in castor oil before giving them to the fish (to be used with a fish that accepts to eat, and that will be temporarily isolated so that it is the sick individual who consumes these granules and not the other occupants of the aquarium). As soon as the fish is better, stop the treatment. One last possibility will be to immerse your fish in an Epsom salt bath. The usual dosages for goldfish are:
- Long bath: 2 to 3 days with 0.2 g/L of salt
- Short bath: 15 to 30 minutes with 5 to 10 g/L of salt.

For the short bath, keep a close watch on your fish: if it shows a behavior of stress (agitation, fast breathing, loss of balance), withdraw it immediately from the bath (source: www.vetofish.com);

Finally, in case of intestinal irritation, you can offer your goldfish a cooked pea and shelled.

**Behavior:**
Very sociable, it is peaceful both with its congeners and with humans. It can however shake a little these roommates at mealtime. Of a rather lively nature, it spends most of its time looking for food. It is likely that it'll play with its peers and it attaches to them, so do not leave them alone!

**Cohabitation:**
It likes the presence of other Goldfish. It will only blossom fully with the presence of 5 to 6 individuals. This leads to a 400 L (105 gal) volume for 6 medium-sized red fish. Also note that it is recommended not to mix the different varieties of goldfish (a common goldfish can be quite aggressive with a winged fish for example). Goldfish do not have a problem of cohabitation with their congeners. They will be able to associate without difficulty, whatever their sex.

Apart from its own species, it does not live with any fish in an aquarium. It will therefore be necessary to provide a specific aquarium.

In the pond, you can associate it with common river fish such as roach, bleak or chub.

**Breeding:**
You will need a good knowledge to succeed in reproducing the goldfish, and it will be easier to make it in the tank than in the aquarium. The goldfish is sexually mature at 2/3 years. The reproduction is triggered rather in cold season (10°C or 50°F). The male pursues the female and hits her. It then deposits oocytes that the male fertilizes thereafter. This operation is repeated several times. Records of spawning yield up to 400,000 eggs for older
A jar is a condemnation to a life of suffering and early death. This is why some countries such as Switzerland prohibit this type of maintenance because it is associated with abuse.

Aquarium maintenance for selected species

However, for the selected forms, some are more fragile than the common goldfish (Oranda, Ryukin, Tail of sail, etc...). They should therefore be kept in a temperate aquarium. Count a minimum of 120 liters or 30 gallons for a duo, and 50 liters or 13 gallons per additional fish. As a big eater, it’s also a big polluter! Powerful filtration will ensure good quality and good oxygenation of the water. Choose a flow filtration at least equal to 5 times the volume of the tray, and preferably external. Also make regular water changes (1/3 of the volume every week). On the other hand, heating is not compulsory (the water must have No temperature change, that is necessary for its growth. No filtration: the fish constantly lives in a poorly oxygenated water and containing a lot of pollutant. Not to mention that the contact surface between air and water is very limited, which minimizes gas exchange.

Solitude: the red fish is gregarious and should always have congeners with it for his well-being.

NO PLANTING POSSIBLE: your friend is deprived of a pleasant decoration.

Good To know

It is the best-selling fish! And that's normal! It is indeed very resistant, very adaptable, not very demanding concerning its water, lives long and is inexpensive. It will be the ideal companion for beginning aquarists. Be careful though, the qualities of the red fish should not be an excuse for abuse! Like any living being, it has needs that must be respected.

As you can see, by its size, needs and longevity, buying a goldfish is a decision that requires reflection and a long-term commitment.

It is the most studied fish by scientists, with more than 150 000 articles published so far.

Your fish may get «washed out» over time. Indeed, when you buy your young fish, it comes out of a breeding where they add dyes to strengthen its colours. Deprived of these dyes at home, it will lose some of their brilliance over time.

Note that the redfish can hybridize with carp (the alvins will be sterile).

It is found almost everywhere in the wild because many misinformed owners have released their fish (either because it did not want it anymore or because it became too big) in rivers, ponds, lakes, etc... This very resistant fish will adapt very easily to its environment. On the other hand, it causes an imbalance of the ecosystem into which it is introduced. In some places, it is classified as an invasive pest. Moronage (releasing a goldfish in the wild) is prohibited and harmful to the environment.

Many varieties of red fish come from the selection of Carassius auratus. Many of these varieties are fragile and require to be maintained in (large) aquarium (Veiltail, Oranda, Ryukin, Bubble Eyes, Celestial Eyes, etc...). Bubble Eyes and Celestial suffer from many health problems (the alvins will be sterile).
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